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Work On Your Game: Use the Pro Athlete Mindset to Dominate Your Game in Business, Sports, and LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	Your game plan for career success?from International Basketball Pro Dre Baldwin

	

	No one knows how to turn unrelenting self-belief into hard-and-fast career results better than Dre Baldwin. When everyone and everything was telling him to give up on his goal of playing pro basketball, he got focused on his future, and...
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How to Use Adobe Photoshop CS2Sams Publishing, 2005
Have you ever looked at your color pictures and wished you could make them black and white? Or maybe you've dreamed about taking that photo of your brother, cutting the head off and placing it on the body of a grizzly bear. The tool that you need is Adobe Photoshop and the book you need to learn all about it is ...
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Dns in Action: A Detailed And Practical Guide to Dns Implementation, Configuration, And AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2006
Recently, while driving to my work, I listened to radio as usual. Because of the establishment of the new EU (European Union) domain, there was an interview with a representative of one of the Internet Service Providers. For some time the interview went on, boringly similar to other common radio interviews, but suddenly the presswoman started to...
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Maya 8 Character Modeling (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2006
This Maya modeling book is unique in its approach to modeling a high-resolution character model. Where other books take a grueling approach that often leaves readers confused, Maya 8 Character Modeling breaks down the character into an easy-to-follow formula. Readers learn that modeling a character can be accomplished without the fear of being in...
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The Sentinel Lymph Node ConceptSpringer, 2004
Br J Surg (2005) 92 (4) p. 495: "This is a book not only for surgeons but also for other specialists for whom regional tumour growth has implications for treatment. The whole spectrum...is fully covered in 33 chapters. I can wholeheartedly recommend this book to those whose practice requires the diagnosis and treatment of locoregional...
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Culture of Human Stem Cells (Culture of Specialized Cells)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The first book to collect the most effective and cutting-edge methods and protocols for deriving and culturing human embryonic and adult stem cells—in one handy resource
This groundbreaking new book follows the tradition of previous books in the Culture of Specialized Cells series—each methods and protocols chapter is laid out...
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Java I/OO'Reilly, 1999
Because it doesn't provide a printf() function like C/C++, some developers think Java isn't up to snuff with files and streams. Author Rusty Harold Elliotte argues against this notion in Java I/O, a book that shows how Java's stream support can help simplify network programming, internationalization, and even compression and...
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Visual C# Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Imagine this scenario: You create a hunter character with random stats and hit points and enter the dungeon to begin exploring for treasure. You stumble upon a zombie pacing near a pile of gear and gold! You attack the zombie and it strikes back! You roll 1D20 and score a critical hit! The 20 point die plus dexterity, against the...
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Building the Infrastructure for Cloud Security: A Solutions View (Expert's Voice in Internet Security)Apress, 2014

	


	For cloud users and providers alike, security is an everyday concern, yet there are very few books covering cloud security as a main subject. This book will help address this information gap from an Information Technology solution and usage-centric view of cloud infrastructure security. The book highlights the...
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Integrated Frequency Synthesizers for Wireless SystemsCambridge University Press, 2007
The increasingly demanding performance requirements of communications systems, as well as problems posed by the continued scaling of silicon technology, present numerous challenges for the design of frequency synthesizers in modern transceivers. This book contains everything you need to know for the efficient design of frequency synthesizers for...
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Server-side GPS and Assisted-GPS in Java (Artech House Gnss Technologies and Applications)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	Assisted-GNSS is an interesting field to work in at present. Demand for accurate location is increasing and new satellites and signals are coming online through the GPS modernization program and the emergence of new GNSSs.


	This book is a practical exploration of A-GNSS with particular focus on A-GPS. It provides some theoretical...
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Mac OS X Help Line, Tiger EditionPeachpit Press, 2005
With every update, Mac OS X grows more powerful, more dependable, and easier to use--and Mac OS X Tiger is no exception. But along with the new features come fresh issues--new areas to troubleshoot, new functionality to unravel, and new glitches waiting to confound even the savviest Mac users. Not to worry.   Best-selling author and Mac guru Ted...
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